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Some things in our society are changing quite rapidly, but some things aren’t.
The primary goals of public libraries for example: they are still education, information,
individual improvement and recreation, by offering resources and services to the
communities they serve.
The primary goals of schools are still facilitating learning, and the acquisition of knowledge,
skills, values, beliefs, and habits, to make children well equipped to function in modern day
society.
But the communities libraries are serving and the society schools find themselves in: those
are the things that are changing. One of the aspects of this change is the growing cultural
and language diversity in our European societies. Today I think we have argued sufficiently
the importance of the recognition of this language diversity, and the importance of reading
in your mother language.
But for that to happen, schools and libraries have to diversify, to adapt the range of facilities
they offer, their way of working, and their mentality.
Offering books in different languages is a small but important part of this.
But that can present some challenges – especially when it comes to selecting, acquiring and
putting your books to use. In this short talk I will focus on selecting.
Chances are that if you are running a library or a school, you don’t have a specialist in
Bulgarian children’s literature stand by. Or maybe your knowledge of Farsi isn’t what it used
to be. No worries! International networks like IBBY are the perfect starting points for your
search. There are actually several initiatives that can help you choose books in languages you
don’t speak yourself.
The IBBY Honour List is a biennial selection of outstanding,
recently published books, honouring writers, illustrators and
translators from IBBY member countries. The titles are selected by
the National Sections. Countries with a substantial and continuing
production of children's books in more than one language, can
submit a book for writing and translation in each official language.
Important considerations in selecting the Honour List titles are
that the books are representative of the best in children's
literature from the country and that the books are suitable for
publication throughout the world. The selection provides insight
into the diverse cultural, political and social settings in which
children live and grow and it can be used by all those involved
with developing educational and literacy programmes and publishing initiatives to develop
exemplary “international” collections.
The IBBY Honour List catalogue can be found online and in print.
http://ibby.org/awards-activities/awards/ibby-honour-list/
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The White Ravens is an initiative from the Internationale JugendBibliothek, located in
München in Germany. It is an annually published catalogue containing about 200 titles from
about 50 countries. The titles are selected by the language specialists of the IJB, chosen from
the big multilingual collection of the IJB.
http://whiteravens.ijb.de/list
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Both the IBBY Honour list and the White Ravens were on view here in the Bologna Book Fair,
at respectively the IBBY booth and the IJB booth. I hope you had the chance to have a look at
those wonderful collections.
Another database that you might know already, is the European IBBY Database. Each
European IBBY section is invited to add 5 new titles per year in the official language or
languages of their country.
https://www.ibby-europe.org
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But European languages is one thing, but languages spoken in Europe is another. So two
years ago, we decided to add books in the most common languages spoken by refugees in
Europe. These languages are Arabic, obviously, Dari and Pashto (both languages from
Afghanistan), Farsi, Iran, and Urdu, Pakistan. For this, we cooperated of course with
specialists in and outside Europe. It was not the easiest task – as you can imagine, in war
torn countries like Afghanistan, the production and publication of children’s books is not at
its height. We found a solution through the books of the American publisher Hoopoe books,
who publishes bilingual books in Western and Afghan languages, and cooperates with
Afghan reading organisations like for example IBBY Afghanistan.
Children’s literature in the Arab world, however, is flourishing, and
thanks to the Bibliothèque Nationale de France we can also offer on
our European website a list of 100 recommendable titles in Arabic –
both in an English version and in a French version.
For those of you who are more comfortable with German, the IJB
has prepared a catalogue including covers, bibliographical data and
reviews of 40 recent
children's books from Arab
countries. The catalogue is
addressed to librarians,
teachers, publishers and
others. You can order it on the website of IJB.
So, these resources can help you select interesting
books in different languages. The next step is
acquiring them – often logistically a demanding
task.
When the IJB worked on their catalogue of Arabic

books, they found a partner in a German library service, who functioned as an intermediary
between German libraries and Arab publishers. The German libraries are lucky; ordering
books at a foreign publisher can be quite an exhausting and expensive adventure.
There are some specialized bookshops in Europe, like the Institute of the Arab World in
Paris, but still it can be difficult. Cooperation on a regional or even national level should be
the key word.
And when you have succeeded in acquiring your new collection, make sure you’re reaching
your public. Multilingual reading aloud sessions in libraries are fun and quite easy to
organize. On the occasion of the Arab catalogue, the IJB organized panel talks in Arabic, with
an interpreter in German, and is planning an illustrators exhibition. Whatever you do: make
a fuss about it.
IBBY UK for example has the habit of borrowing the IBBY Honour List collection and letting it
tour the country. To promote this collection they have made a lovely video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AWS7WSpLHk
To conclude this talk, I would like to emphasize the importance of our IBBY network in all of
this. If you don’t have the knowledge or the experience, somebody in the network is bound
to have it. Connecting with people, sharing ideas, talking about difficulties and successes: it
is the strength of every network, but in matters like this, you simply cannot do it on your
own.

Questions? Ideas? Contact me at eva.devos@iedereenleest.be

